
Empowering the people who power the world

Find power add-ons to supercharge your 
Greenbyte platform. 

Greenbyte
Customize Your Renewable 
Energy Data Toolbox

OWNERS

Guarantee you’re on track to achieve financial and operational objectives with intuitive dashboards to visualize key 
trends and metrics, insightful analytics to reveal cost savings, and the tools to make  
data-driven decisions.

OPERATORS

Equip your team with the state of-the-art tools to expertly monitor and manage large fleets of assets. Keep a pulse 
on performance, reduce reaction time to issues, and improve the management of personnel and site visits.

ASSET MANAGERS

Ensure optimal portfolio performance with analytical tools to pinpoint areas for optimization. Streamline workflows 
with a flexible reporting module and take a proactive stance to evaluating providers’ performance.

“I would recommend the Greenbyte platform to anyone who 
wants to be a front-runner in data management and is working 
in wind and solar.”
BASTIAAN VAN WIJK,
ASSET MANAGER, YARD Energy



To learn more, visit our website at powerfactors.com

GREENBYTE FEATURES

CENTRALIZE ALL DATA

• Aggregate and harmonize data from a 
wide variety of sources in a single, powerful 
platform

• Hit the ground running with a wide range of 
features based on industry  
best practices

• Leverage a web-based system to access data 
stored securely in the cloud,  
on-the-go from anywhere

DETECT ISSUES EARLY ON

• Easily monitor large portfolios with a modern, 
control room style view

• Put a system of custom alerts on 24/7 watch, 
providing notification immediately when 
indicators of critical events arise

• Unlock a proactive approach to health 
management with Al-based predictive 
analytics

ANALYZE AND OPTIMIZE

• Visualize trends in customizable  
widgets designed to highlight areas  
for optimization

• Select data in the Data Studio in order to drill 
down and investigate underperformance

• Independently track downtime and losses 
on a granular level to better understand the 
performance of individual components

ENHANCE TEAM-WIDE 
PERFORMANCE

 
• Keep your team in the loop with intuitive 

dashboards, flexible reports and powerful API
• Stay organized and on track with task 

management tools to help coordinate and 
execute critical activities

• Track important metrics on the go with the 
user-friendly mobile application




